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Must an Offset Well Clause be Reasonably Calculated to Prevent 
Drainage? Not in the Eagle Ford, According to the Texas Supreme 
Court
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On June 1, 2018, the Texas Supreme Court issued a sharply divided opinion in Murphy 
Exploration & Production Co. — USA v. Adams1.  In Murphy, the Court held that an offset 
well clause did not require the lessee to drill wells reasonably calculated to protect against 
drainage from the neighboring tract.  In a stinging dissent, four justices argued the majority 
disregarded the well-established meaning of the term “offset well” as used in the Texas 
oilfield for decades.  This case may have far-reaching implications for years to come. Here’s 
what you need to know.
THE FACTS
In 2009, Murphy entered into two oil and gas leases in Atascosa County with the plaintiffs 
the Herbsts, which contained identical offset well clauses:
… [I]n the event a well is completed as a producer of oil and/or gas on land adjacent to and 
contiguous to the leased premises, and within 467 feet of the premises covered by this 
lease, that Lessee herein is obligated to . . . commence drilling operations on the leased 
acreage and thereafter continue the drilling of such off-set well or wells with due 
diligence to a depth adequate to test the same formation from which the well or wells are 
producing from the adjacent acreage.
When a well on a neighboring tract triggered the clause, Murphy drilled a well on the Herbts’ 
tract 2,100 feet from the triggering well.  It was undisputed this well would not prevent 
drainage from the Herbsts’ tract.  Thus, the Herbsts argued the well did not satisfy the 
offset well clause because it was not designed to protect against drainage. The Herbsts did 
not contend Murphy’s offset well was required to “actually” protect against drainage and 
never stated how close to the triggering well the offset well was required to be.  Rather, the 
Herbsts merely argued the offset well had to be “in close proximity to the lease line adjacent 
to the tract where the triggering well was drilled,” and that Murphy’s purported offset well 
was not close enough.
In response, Murphy argued the well satisfied the offset well clause because it was drilled 
on the leased premises to the same depth as the triggering well, which Murphy claimed is 
all the lease’s explicit language required.  Murphy argued that requiring an offset well to 
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actually protect against or even be reasonably calculated to do so has no place in horizontal 
drilling in tight shale formations where drainage is minimal.
The trial court sided with Murphy.  The appellate court sided with the Herbsts.  The Texas 
Supreme Court granted review.
THE RULES OF CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 
Courts interpret oil and gas leases just like any other contract. Thus, a court must read the 
lease, give its terms their plain and ordinary meaning, and enforce the lease as 
written.  Courts may not modify a lease’s explicit language absent extraordinary 
circumstances.  However, a court can consider the context in which a lease was negotiated 
and executed to inform its interpretation of the words used in the lease.  And, a court can 
interpret words and phrases in a contract in accordance with any special definitions those 
terms have in a particular industry.
THE RULING
In a 5-4 opinion, the Court held the offset well clause did not require Murphy to drill a well 
to protect against drainage from the neighboring tract, and that Murphy’s well, some 2,100 
feet from the triggering well, satisfied the offset well clause.
The Court’s opinion was based on two important premises.  First, the majority concluded 
that the court of appeals read a requirement into the leases that their unambiguous 
language does not support.  Second, in interpreting the offset well clause the Court 
considered the “surrounding circumstances” under which the leases were executed.
As to the first point, the Court held that Murphy’s leases provided their own definition of 
“offset well.”  That is, the leases stated that when the offset well clause was triggered, 
Murphy had to drill a well: (1) on the Herbsts’ tract (2) with due diligence and (3) to the 
same depth as the triggering well and—here’s the important part—the drilling of “such 
offset well” would satisfy the offset well clause.  Because the leases used the term “such 
offset well” after setting forth three criteria for a satisfactory well, but did not include a 
proximity requirement or an express protection requirement, the Court would not impose 
one.
As to the second point, the Court noted that the leases were executed in 2009 and were 
drafted with horizontal drilling in the Eagle Ford Shale in mind.  The Court considered 
expert testimony presented by Murphy that drainage is almost non-existent from horizontal 
wells in tight-shale formations such as the Eagle Ford.  Thus, the Court concluded it would 
be “illogical” for an offset well clause to require a well - even an “offset well” - to even 
attempt to protect against non-existent drainage. There is no need to require actual or 
potential drainage in an offset clause if, as in the case of tight shale formations, there are 
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no shared reservoirs in the same sense as vertical drilling.  The same strata of shale may 
underlie two separate tracts, but little or no drainage will occur between the two tracts.
THE DISSENT
Justice Phil Johnson authored a 31-page dissent, in which three justices joined.  The dissent 
argued the definition of “offset well” commonly understood2 at the time the leases were 
negotiated—2009—required Murphy to drill its well at a location where a reasonably 
prudent operator would drill to protect the leasehold from actual or potential drainage, 
regardless of whether drainage was actually occurring.  The dissent claimed the majority 
opinion effectively read the term “offset” out of the leases (and in fact, demonstrated this by 
quoting the offset provision and striking the word “offset” to show that the clause read as 
Murphy insisted when the word was removed).
The only evidence outside of the leases themselves that addressed intent of the parties was 
the depositions of the Herbsts, who wanted the minerals protected from even the possibility 
of being poached by any type of well on adjacent property—vertical or horizontal. The 
dissent further argued the majority purposely avoided considering the Herbst’s depositions 
by interpreting the leases as a matter of law. According to the dissent, the court’s entire 
discussion of intent was neither linked to language of the leases nor any evidence in the 
record.
The dissent would have concluded that Murphy failed to prove conclusively that it had 
complied with the offset well provision, but at the very least the dissent argued that its 
interpretation of the leases was as reasonable as the majority’s, which means the leases are 
ambiguous, requiring the Court to send the case back to the trial court for a trial to 
determine the intent of the parties.
WHERE DOES IT GO FROM HERE?
While the Court purported to limit its holding to the facts before it, the opinion may have 
far-reaching consequences for Texas oil and gas producers and their lessors.  The vast 
majority of wells drilled in the most active Texas plays today are horizontal, tight-shale 
wells.
The majority considered the simple question: Why should an operator be obligated to 
protect against drainage that doesn’t exist?  At least five justices of the Texas Supreme 
Court appear to believe they aren’t, and that they no longer have to even try.
This is another case where the commonly understood meaning of words used in widely-
used contracts is rendered obsolete by advances in science and technology. The split 
decision is an example of a policy disagreement within the Court. The Court could have 
gone either way and five chose to go with the producer. Expect a motion for rehearing in 
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which the lessors will attempt to convince at least one member of the majority of the merits 
of the lessors’ position.
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1 Opinion; Briefs; Dissent.
2 Over 4 pages of the 31-page dissent were devoted to citations of the common industry 
definition of “offset wells” both before and after 2009.
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